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to know better. Anyone, however, I do not take this as necessary

r
as criticism of that particular professor of philosophy. There are many

over
men today in important teaching possitions who have simply taken/unchristian

ideas from others without really examining them for themselves. This

ay may be simply repeating what he has heard from others. Everybody does

this to some extent. No one can know all knowledge. If we are going to

make up our minds on anything though I should get back to the facts and be

careful that we do not simply repeat someone has said.

PJ, Now, let us look at the situation. Genesis 1:1 says

God created heaven and earth. It says that he made a firmament. It

says that he created the son, moon and the stars. It says that he

created the plants, that he created the fish and other animals

and other nisons of the sea. It says that it created the land

animals and that he created man. Now, f-we have another account

it is true Genesis 2:4 following. We do not simply have a continuiance,

but a new start. I.t_..ig a--if... Someone gave me an illustration of looking

at an atlas, and seeing the first page putting the map of the world and

the next page a map of the western hemisphere. I do not think that

that illustration is quite accurate though. I would say theugh you
)

wou1.-ve a book that has a map of the wri world in the first page and

on the second a map of the United States, you would find that three or

four of the cities of the United States were also on the map of the world.
on the map of

But most of the cities t the United States would notxam appear in the

other map at all.

The map of $ the world would have many things in it that ae not at all

on the map of the United States. There would be a little overlapping,

but not much, In= because one would be eeig, taking a-44& view

a wide general view of a very big subject,f and the other would be

going into detail in a much smaller section of the globe.
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